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The idea of preserving the national code of the nation in the context of globalization through the 
development of mass media devoted to culture and art is important for Kazakhstan. But the information 
process inside the country contradicts the given trend on the face of the tendency to reduce the cultural 
and educational space in the media. 

With a view to identify the objective causes of the crisis situation of cultural and educational journal-
ism in independent Kazakhstan a case study, a content analysis of TV channels and a historical review of 
the media about culture and art was made.

It was revealed that the topic of education and culture is not in demand by a wide audience due 
to the lack of a creative approach to creating content by the editorial offices of television channels and 
the objective reasons for the outflow of the television audience to the Internet. Educational and cultural 
journalism gave way to entertainment content. New formats of information delivery reduced the role of 
journalist to a minimum.

The audience is experiencing a deficit in culture analytics on a professional communicative platform 
for expressing ideas and discussing them. Such communication is possible only in specialized media on 
issues of culture and art. Only in this way, a country can to preserve its national identity in the context 
of a new information society.
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Му си новa Ә.
до цент м.a., әл-Фaрaби aтындaғы Қaзaқ ұлт тық уни вер си те ті ,

Қaзaқстaн, Алмaты қ., e-mail: asselm97@gmail.com

қaзaқстaнның ме диa жүйе сін дегі мә де ни-тaным дық журнaлис тикa

Мә де ниет пен өнер ге aрнaлғaн бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaры ның дaмы туы aрқы лы 
жaһaндaну жaғдa йын дa ұлт тың ұлт тық ко дек сін сaқтaу идеясы Қaзaқстaн үшін мaңыз ды. Бірaқ 
ел де гі aқпaрaттық үде ріс бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaрындa мә де ни жә не бі лім бе ру ке ңіс ті гі 
aзaйғaн соң, бұл тренд ке қaрсы ке ле ді. 

 Тәуел сіз Қaзaқстaндaғы мә де ни жә не бі лім бе ру журнaлис тикaсының дaғдaрыс жaғдaйы ндағы 
объек тив ті се беп те рін aнықтaу мaқсaтындa тaқы рып тық тaлдaу, те леaрнaлaрдың мaзмұ нын тaлдaу 
жә не мә де ниет пен өнер турaлы бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaры ның тaри хи шо луы өт кі зіл ді.

Те леaрнaлaрдың редaкторлaры ның мaзмұн ды жaсaуғa шығaрмaшы лық көзқaрaсы ның 
болмaуы жә не те ле ви зия aуди то риясы объек тив ті се беп тер мен Ин тер нет ке шыққaн соң, бі лім 
мен мә де ниет тің тaқы ры бы кең aуди то рияғa тaлaп етіл ме ген ді гі aнықтaлды. Бі лім бе ру жә не мә-
де ни журнaлис тикa ойын-сaуық мaзмұнғa жол бер ді. Ақпaрaтты жет кі зу дің жaңa формaттaры 
журнaлис тер дің рө лін бaрыншa aзaйт aды.

Ауди то рия идеялaр мен олaрдың тaлқылaуы үшін кә сі би қaрым-қaтынaс aлaңындa мә де-
ни aнaли тикaның же тіс пеуші лі гін се зі ну де. Мұндaй қaрым-қaтынaс тек мә де ниет пен өнер де 
мaмaндaнды рылғaн БАҚ-тaрдa ғaнa мүм кін. Тек осылaй мем ле кет жaңa aқпaрaттық қоғaм кон тек-
сін де өзі нің ұлт тық иден ти фикaция сын сaқтaй aлaды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: Қaзaқстaн, мә де ниет, өнер, бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaры, «Бі лім жә не Мә де-
ниет».
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Му си новa А.
и.о. до центa, Кaзaхс кий нaционaль ный уни вер си тет име ни aль-Фaрaби,  

Кaзaхстaн, г. Алмaты, e-mail: asselm97@gmail.com

Куль турно-прос ве ти тель скaя журнaлис тикa в ме диaсис те ме Кaзaхстaнa

Идея сохрaне ния нaционaльно го кодa нaции в ус ло виях глобaлизaции че рез рaсп рострaне-
ние ин формa ции, пос вя щен ной куль ту ре и ис ку сс тву, вaжнa для Кaзaхстaнa. Но ин формaцион-
ный про цесс внут ри стрaны про ти во ре чит дaнно му трен ду нa фо не тен ден ции к сокрaще нию 
куль турно го и обрaзовaтельно го прострaнс твa в СМИ. 

С целью выя вить объек тив ные при чи ны кри зисa куль турно-прос ве ти тельс кой журнaлис ти ки 
незaви си мо го Кaзaхстaнa был про ве ден темaти чес кий aнaлиз, кон тент-aнaлиз те лекaнaлов и ис-
то ри чес кий об зор ин формaции о куль ту ре и ис ку сс тве.

Выяв ле но, что темa обрaзовa ния и куль ту ры не вост ре бовaнa ши ро кой aуди то рией из-зa от-
су тс твия креaтив но го под ходa к создa нию кон тентa редaкциями те лекaнaлов и объек тив ных при-
чин от токa те ле ви зион ной aуди то рии в Ин тер нет. Обрaзовaтельнaя и куль турнaя журнaлис тикa 
ус ту пи ли мес то рaзв лекaтельно му кон тен ту. Но вые формaты достaвки ин формaции сво дят роль 
журнaлистa к ми ни му му.

Ауди то рия ис пы тывaет де фи цит куль турной aнaли ти ки нa про фес сионaль ной ком му никaтивной 
плaтфор ме для вырaже ния идей и их об суж де ния. Тaкое об ще ние воз мож но лишь в спе циaли зи-
ровaнных СМИ по воп росaм куль ту ры и ис ку сс твa. Толь ко тaким обрaзом стрaнa мо жет сохрa нить 
свою нaционaльную иден тич нос ть в кон текс те но во го ин формaцион но го об ще ствa.

Клю че вые словa: Кaзaхстaн, куль турa, ис ку сс тво, средс твa мaссо вой ин формa ции, «Би лим 
жaне Мaде ниет».

Introduction

The process of globalization has posed a num-
ber of practically insoluble problems for the world 
community. Economic unification led to the global 
economic crisis, which appeared in 2008 and has not 
yet been defeated by states. Political integration led 
to political and military conflicts, the growth of ter-
rorism. A single information space with the domi-
nant role of American products has led to a spiritual 
crisis that threatens peoples to lose their national 
identity.

In view of this, the anti-globalization movement 
is greatly enhanced. States are beginning to think 
about the importance of preserving their unique-
ness. Language, the achievements of culture and art, 
are considered as a spiritual shield, which must be 
strengthened in the conditions of a new information 
order. But this does not mean that the country should 
close from the outside world, preserving the spiri-
tual product that has been developed for centuries. 
The essence ‒ in the dialogic of culture.

For Kazakhstan, this idea of preserving the na-
tional code as the basis for creating and promoting 
the country’s modern cultural achievements in the 
world and openness to other cultures, the ability to 
“learn from others” has found its authoritative con-
firmation in the program article of the President of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan dedicated to the mod-
ernization of public consciousness.

But the information process inside the country 
contradicts the given trend. There is a tendency to 

reduce the cultural and educational space in the 
mass media. This is confirmed by the dramatic fate 
of a number of mass media of the period of indepen-
dence devoted to issues of culture and art. One of the 
last clear examples is the closure of the cultural and 
educational television channel “Bilim zhane Mad-
eniet”.

Literature review
The theme of mass media devoted to culture 

and art, in particular, the problem of the deficit of 
cultural and educational content in the mass media 
and the trend towards its reduction has been poorly 
studied by Kazakh researchers due to the narrowly 
specialized content and low demand for this group 
of media from the audience.

The closest to the subject of the study are several 
works. G. Abikeeva gave an objective description 
of the situation with coverage of issues of culture 
and art in the mass media in Kazakhstan, assessing 
her as negative (Kodar A.A., Kodar Z.A., Abikeeva 
G., 2000). The weak development of the periodicals 
dedicated to musical types of art was ascertained by 
G.Ya. Tampaeva (Tampaeva G.Y., 2000).

Here is just one example of the dialogue nature 
of cultures, given by the D. Kshibekov: “At the end 
of the nineteenth century Abai ... translated into Ka-
zakh poem “Mountain Peaks” by M.Yu. Lermon-
tov. This poem, in turn, was translated by M.Yu. 
Lermontov from Goethe who wrote it in 1780 in 
Thuringia. The poem was created under the impres-
sion of the surrounding nature and was called “The 
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Night Traveler’s Song”. In Lermontov and Goethe, 
the poem begins with the words: “The mountain 
peaks are sleeping in the darkness of the night”. 
And in Abai:” Mountains are floating in the dark-
ness of the night”. But the essence is the same. At 
one time this poem greatly agitated F. Schubert, S. 
Rachmaninoff and V. Bryusov. The composers of 
Kazakhstan A.Zhubanov and L. Hamidi shifted him 
to music ...” (Kshibekov D., 1988)

O. Markova in her study of cultural policy in 
Kazakhstan, stated the effectiveness of interpenetra-
tion of cultures of the peoples of Kazakhstan: “The 
situation in the country can be compared with the 
situation in Latin American countries, whose culture 
combined several national and religious cultures. 
There was made a bet on the idea of   creating a uni-
fied culture that preserved and united the diversity of 
all ethnic, national and social trends. As you know, 
Latin American culture, since the 1960s, is consid-
ered as one of the leading in the world “(Markova 
O.B., 2002).

Speaking about the need to preserve the cultural 
code of the nation in the new information space, E. 
Vartanova, using the example of the Finnish mod-
el, followed the common for all nations moments: 
“Having as a practical task the transition to an in-
formation society, the Finnish state and society ul-
timately pursues a broader, global goal. This is the 
strengthening of the cultural identity of the Finnish 
nation in the conditions of the creation of a united 
Europe and the emergence of a global economy” 
(Vartanova E.L., 1999). 

Among the studies of the humanitarian functions 
of the media in the circles of culturologists and com-
municators, the monograph by Raymond Williams 
(Williams R., 1992) is now well known, as L. Zemly-
anova (Zemlyanova L.M.,1996) explained in detail.

S. Urazova, studying the socio-cultural phenom-
enon of television, states the dual function of culture: 
as an object of coverage of events, and as a tool for 
the formation of spiritual and moral values of the au-
dience. Regretfully notes that today on TV entertain-
ment content prevails over cultural and educational. 
At the same time, the authenticity of the cultural com-
ponent of television is determined by the individual 
culture of TV viewers (Urazova S.L., 2012).

After a critical analysis of the Russian TV pro-
grams devoted to culture and art, A.Shesterin makes 
high demands on the TV journalist, who himself 
must be pulled to the level of the creator, not only 
presenting the information in a spectacular, inter-
active format that meets modern requirements of 
television viewing, but also being able to penetrate 
deeply in the topic (Shesterina A.M., 2012).

L. Kreuchik directly connects the crisis of cul-
tural journalism with the systemic crisis of culture in 
the post-perestroika period, which loses its identity 
and national origin. As a result, the audience, loses 
the aesthetic taste, becomes illegible, focuses on the 
primitive. And the media, in pursuit of high ratings, 
only support the low requirements of the recipient, 
degrading and losing professionalism (Kreuchik 
L.Yu., 2012).

Methodology of research
In order to identify the objective reasons for the 

crisis of cultural and educational journalism in inde-
pendent Kazakhstan, the article will give a general 
description of the situation in the field of sectoral 
media on the culture and art of Kazakhstan during 
the period of independence. Attention is paid to 
language policy in the press on culture and art of 
the period of sovereignty. The formation, function-
ing and reasons for closing the television channels 
“Bilim” (“Knowledge”), “Madeniet” (“Culture”), 
“Bilim zhane Madeniet” (“Knowledge and Cul-
ture”) were studied.

To determine the causes of the crisis, a content 
analysis of the specialized press on culture and art of 
Kazakhstan and the TV channels studied was con-
ducted on the basis of the empirical research base: 
archival and modern materials of the National Li-
brary of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Almaty), In-
ternet resources, the researcher’s archive, and tele-
vision. The vastness of the research object required 
sampling. It was composed by the specialized press 
of Kazakhstan on culture and art for 1991 ‒ 2017. 
TV program of the first month of broadcasting of 
the television channel “Madeniet” ‒ from Septem-
ber 26 to October 23, 2011; TV program of the first 
month of the broadcasting of the television channel 
“Bilim” ‒ from September 5 to October 5, 2012; the 
TV program of the last month of broadcasting of the 
united television channel “Bilim zhane Madeniet” ‒ 
from September 26 to October 23, 2016. The unit of 
analysis is the thematic directions of the periodicals, 
the number and the names of the telecasts in these 
periods.

Content-analysis of some projects of TV chan-
nels “Bilim”, “Madeniet” and “Bilim zhane Mad-
eniet” was carried out to reveal the shortcomings of 
the genre variety and the quality of scenario-direct-
ing dramaturgy in the programs. As a result, the rea-
sons for the weakening of interest in them from the 
audience were identified.

Historical analysis in the section “Cultural jour-
nalism in Kazakhstan: a review of the media” was 
made on the basis of publications devoted to culture 
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and art in specialized, mass and socio-political pub-
lications of Kazakhstan for the period from 1991 to 
2017. This allowed us to determine the prerequisites 
for the emergence and causes of the liquidation of 
specialized print media.

The method of situational analysis conducted 
from 2011 to 2016 (the launch of the “Bilim” and 
“Madeniet” channels, their subsequent merger, and 
then the closing of the newly created television 
project) helped to trace the prerequisites for the cre-
ation, the stages of formation and the reasons for the 
closure of the cultural educational channel “Bilim 
zhane Madeniet”.

Cultural journalism of independent Kazakh-
stan: media review

Dramatic destiny is typical for the majority 
of Kazakh mass media devoted to culture and art, 
which appeared, existed for three or four years, and 
then disappeared from the information field of sov-
ereign Kazakhstan. Among them are the editions of 
the 1990s: the magazine “Shahar” (“City”), which 
declared itself as a serious culturological publica-
tion; “Sakhna ‒ Scene” magazine dedicated to the 
theater; the newspaper “Madeniet-Kultura”, where 
a powerful composition of Kazakh-speaking cultur-
ologists was presented; literary “Appolinariy” and 
“Asia-cinema”, which appeared in 1993.

This stream of magazines could immediately fill 
the empty niche of cultural periodicals that formed 
after the collapse of the USSR, when the information 
emptiness came: Soviet newspapers ‘Culture”, 
”Literature magazine”, magazines “Theater”, “Ballet”, 
“Musical Life”, “Art cinema”and others, which those 
who were interested in the news of cultural life used 
to follow, simply disappeared from the Kazakhstan 
market. This was a favorable situation for the domestic 
press. Unfortunately, none of these publications have 
survived more than five years.

Then the situation gradually began to equalize 
for the better. After 2000, the magazines “Tan-
Sholpan” (“Morning Star”), “Eurasia”, “Knigolyub”, 
“Afisha” appeared. “Almaty-art” in the format of 
the magazine come in sight, “SHAHAR-culture” 
‒ magazine about the fine arts of Kazakhstan ; 
cultural and philosophical “Rukh-Miras” (“Spiritual 
Heritage”), “Ait” (“Speak”); “Kinoman” is a 
magazine devoted to the development of the film 
industry of the republic; literary “Appolinarium”; 
“Kumbez” (“Dome”), covering news, problems 
and history of republican architecture; the musical 
edition of “Camerton” and others. Magazine 
“Tamyr” (“Root”) celebrated its fifth anniversary in 
25 November 2004, despite the fact that at that time 

there were certain problems with funding. Soon the 
journal was closed, like many other of the listed 
waves of the 2000s.

For today, the “New Music Newspaper”, 
directed to professionals in the field of musical art, 
continues to be published, although not without 
certain difficulties. This large-circulation newspaper 
of the Kazakh National Conservatory. Kurmangazy 
passed into electronic format. Veterans of the literary 
and artistic front “Prostor”, “Zhouldyz” (“Zvezda”), 
“Kazak adebieti” (“Kazakh literature”), “Zhalyn” 
(“Flame”) are still being published.

We can not fail to note the new media: sites 
ArtInfo.kz, AlmatyLife, radio station Radio Classic, 
television channel of modern music GakkuTV. Very 
interesting site Kult.kz that was created by Timur 
Nusimbekov, Erzhan Rashev and Arman Kasenov 
could not keep afloat because of the scandal with 
plagiarism. The magazine “Knigolyub”, fully 
dedicated to the news of the Kazakhstan book 
market, now represents a literary and art portal.

Positive shifts began to appear. Most of these 
publications had either literary-artistic or cultural-
philosophical orientation. The emptiness of the 
niche of industry publications on various types of art 
is clearly visible. The last magazine “Kino Alani ‒ 
The Territory of Cinema”, dedicated to Kazakhstani 
cinema, was published in 2010, with great difficulties 
and interruptions the magazine “Kazakhstan ballet 
alemi – The World of Kazakhstani Ballet” is 
published.

We can agree with the opinion of the 
culturologist G. Tampaeva that, according to 
formal characteristics, Kazakhstan’s cultural and 
educational press of the period of independence is 
united by the following parameters:

‒ Small print run;
‒ Lack of financial stability and, as a 

consequence, a short existence;
‒ Absence of periodicity (chaotic) output,
‒ Narrow circle of distribution;
‒ Limited addressee (2000: 90)
Causes of underdevelopment of the group:
‒ Publication of most journals was initiated by 

representatives of the creative intelligentsia, who 
had no experience in publishing.

‒ Initiative of creative personalities has not 
been supported either by the state or by individuals, 
since this group of media is not interesting to 
advertisers.

Of course, information technologies allow 
art critics, culturologists, and theater critics to 
communicate with an audience that is interested in 
news or commentary on cultural events, through 
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blogs, specialized portals, social networks, 
bypassing a printed page or a television screen.

New formats of information presentation are 
impressive due to the participation of the audience in 
the creation of news: any spectator who has visited 
the exhibition, concert, performance, immediately 
makes public video and photos from the scene, ahead 
of publication in the media and often becoming a 
source of news.

Own blogs and websites are created by 
musicians, performers, artists. And the role of the 
journalist in this process is minimized, since the 
latest information on the activities of the creative 
personality, the theater team as a whole can now 
be obtained “at first hand” by visiting the social 
networking page or a full-scale website.

But in this case we are talking about informative 
texts and fragmented information. but not about 
analytics on a professional communicative platform 
for expressing ideas and discussing them. Such 
communication is possible only at specialized 
industry periodic media bases.

TV channel “Madeniet” (“Culture”)
Not better than the fate periodicals 

publications, was the fate of the television 
channel “Bilim zhane Madeniet” (“Knowledge 
and Culture”) of the only specialized cultural and 
educational channel on the television space of 
the republic. It was closed on October 25, 2016. 
According to the official version, this happened 
as a result of a merger with Kazakh TV as part of 
the transformation of the national media holding 
Khabar. As Alma Akhmetzhanova, chairman of 
the board of the Khabar Agency, explained, the 
channels crossed “in terms of the audience and 
the broadcast content ‒ the programs of both 
channels are focused on the culture, traditions, 
history, tourism of Kazakhstan.”

According to unofficial information, the 
cultural and educational channel turned out to be 
unclaimed by viewers because of highly specialized 
monotonous content, as evidenced by low ratings in 
the ratings.

The fate of the channel from the very beginning 
evolved ambiguously. The date of the release of 
the completely independent on the first stage of 
broadcasting television channel “Madeniet” is 
September 26, 2011. His appearance became the 
realization of the long-term dream of the creative 
intelligentsia of Kazakhstan about a specialized 
television channel entirely devoted to culture and 
art, in analogy with the Russian channel “Russia-
Culture” or the French “Mezzo”.

The channel’s mission was educational, and 
cultural activities aimed at implementing the 
program policy of the “Madeniet” channel in three 
directions: “Culture”, “Retro”, “History” ‒ to 
preserve the historical and cultural values   of the 
Kazakh people, and for development of the Kazakh 
language environment. However, the emphasis 
on the last paragraph was a mistake ‒ 80% of the 
broadcasting in the Kazakh language without 
subtitles, which violated the norm laid down in 
the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Mass 
Media” on mandatory parity broadcasting in Kazakh 
and Russian languages   in the ratio of 50% to 50%. 
This cutted off a significant part of the Russian-
language audience of viewers, which in Kazakhstan 
is about 30% of the total number of viewers.

The basis of the same broadcast network 
was made by domestic production: “Concert 
Hall” Madeniet”,”Shahyra”(“Shanyrak”),”Cu
lture News”,”Kukzhiek”(“Horizon”),”Casyrl
ar Persnes” (“To this day in memory”), “Aksaray” 
(“Aksaray”), “Kitapkhana”(“Library”), “Kalyalam” 
(“Inspirational Feather”), “Sol zhildar ... “(“Those 
years “),”Areni “(“Civilization “),”Altyn kambe” 
(“Golden Spring”),”Zhuzdeszu “(“Meeting”). 
The channel presented the best foreign programs 
and documentary projects translated into Kazakh. 
In Russian there were “Culture News”, “Opened 
Score”, “Legends and Myths of the Opera theatre”, 
“Non-random Meetings”.

The TV channel introduced spectators to a 
world of high culture, with the aim of reviving and 
preserving spiritual and moral traditions, being 
accessible through satellite, cable networks and 
on the Internet. However, minus broadcasts were 
reusable repetitions. For example, a 20 minute 
program “Legends and Myths of the Opera” was 
published every 2 weeks. At the same time, the 
release was repeated three times: a new release on 
Tuesday with a repeat on Saturday and Tuesday of 
the following week, which also caused a weakening 
of the audience’s interest. The reason is the lack of 
specialists and time for the preparation of weekly 
issues.

TV channel “Bilim” (“Knowledge”).
A year later, on September 5, 2012, the dream of 

representatives of the world of science and education 
of the republic came true ‒ within the walls of the 
Nazarbayev University the Head of State pressed 
a symbolic button, launching the educational 
television channel “Bilim” (“Knowledge”).

The first transfer of the new channel was a lecture 
by Nursultan Nazarbayev “Kazakhstan on the way 
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to the Knowledge Society”. This event became a 
landmark for the new educational channel, as the 
project was implemented thanks to the initiative of 
the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

The main mission of the channel was to 
educate the younger generation of Kazakhstanis. 
The programs were aimed at promoting universal 
values. It was planned to actively participate in the 
implementation of national projects and socially 
significant programs in the field of education.

The creators of the channel saw their audience in 
representatives of all social groups of the population: 
schoolchildren and teachers, students and their 
parents, students and teachers, young professionals 
and professionals ‒ all those who wanted to raise 
their intellectual and spiritual level.

On the channel “Bilim” it was planned to 
broadcast unique lectures of the largest Kazakhstan 
scientists, as well as scientists with a worldwide 
reputation, popular science programs, cognitive 
documentary series, programs on higher, secondary 
and preschool education.

A special role was assigned to socially important 
formats: programs dedicated to the preservation 
of family values, the moral state of society, the 
main philosophical tendencies and problems of 
personality formation. On the air came feature films 
from the “Golden Fund” of domestic and foreign 
cinema, helping in the study of classical literature, 
history of the country and the world.

Since September 2012, over 30 different 
programs have been broadcast on the “Bilim” TV 
channel. Much attention was paid to the learning 
process: daily lessons in different disciplines with a 
fivefold repetition.

The channel chose the format “edutainment” 
(“education” ‒ education and “entertainment” 
entertainment). It means that, the curricula were 
developed in a format combining learning with 
entertainment. For example, through the project 
“Leader of the XXI Century” ‒ an intellectual quiz 
for high school students, not one generation of the 
best graduates of schools passed through this game 
and new knowledges came to young viewers.

In 2013, daily and weekly training programs 
on the basics of legal, civil, economic literacy, 
programs on morality and patriotism were broadcast 
on the “Bilim” channel.

Interest in the channel at the first stage of 
broadcasting was high, since the training projects 
were based on domestic educational programs. but 
at some point, educational projects gave way to 

endless cycles of historical documentary films. The 
motto of the TV channel ‒ even about the difficult 
one ‒ is easy to tell, the main purpose of the channel 
is to teach the viewer to think, to stimulate craving 
for knowledge, to help in studying subjects, in 
studying the world order ‒ ceased to be beacons. 
The broadcasting grid was flooded with faceless, 
documentary cycles that were similar to each 
other, often duplicating the theme of the channel 
“Madeniet”.

erger of “Bilim” and “Madeniet” TV channels
A year and two months passed. On November 

11, 2013, after criticism of the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev 
against both channels, which he called “faceless 
twins”, at a weekly briefing at the Central 
Communications Service under the President 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Minister of 
Culture and Information of Kazakhstan Mukhtar 
Kul-Mukhammed announced, that the TV channels 
“Bilim” and “Madeniet” are united in one channel. 
This channel will be launched in early 2014 on the 
basis of the Khabar channel agency. “The decision 
to merge the TV channels “Bilim”and “Madeniet 
“has already been made. Yes, indeed, the ratings 
of these channels are not high. In this case, it is 
necessary to take into account their target audience. 
In neighboring Russia, the rating of the TV channel 
“Russia-Culture” is also low. All because of the 
specific features of these TV channels. But such 
educational channels with high scientific and 
artistic content are necessary”‒ said minister in 
his speech, arguing the initiative to unite the two 
channels. At the same time, the official assured that 
the best projects, beloved by TV viewers, will be 
preserved.

The new Kazakh cultural and educational 
TV channel “Bilim zhane Madeniet” began 
broadcasting in the structure of the “Khabar” agency 
in January 2014 from the media center “Kazamedia 
Ortalygy” in Astana. Daily broadcasting in Kazakh 
and Russian languages has been increased to 18 
hours.

In the combined mode, the television channel 
“Bilim zhane Madeniet” aired for about three years, 
until the laws of the market and the decision of 
officials did not liquidate it. The reasons for the low 
interest of the audience were revealed at the content 
analysis of the broadcasting’s program, which at the 
time of the channel closure consisted of 28 programs 
(Table 1).
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Table 1 – Programs of the channel “Bilim zhane Madeniet” (“Knowledge and Culture”). October 2016.

Number Subject Name Genre Direction
Architecture “Behind the facade” documentary series Culture

All kinds of art

“Special Project”

“Сultural expedition “

“Golden mean”

“Good day»

«More life»

creative report

overview cultural 
activities

talk show

fun show

documentary series

Culture

Culture

Culture

Culture

Culture

Art “Living Images” news program Culture

History

“Secrets and the fate of 
the great Kazakh” 

“Secrets of the 
museums”

“Portraits started 
talking “

“Kazakhstan: people 
and destinies”

“Military Art of the 
Great Steppe”

«Batyr of Great 
Steppe»

documentary-game 
series

documentary series

documentary series

documentary series

documentary series

documentary series

education

education

education

Culture

education

education

History, Archeology, Ethnography, 
Geology

“Secrets of the Great 
Steppe”

“Unknown 
Kazakhstan”

“Annals of the Steppe”

«Lithosphere»

documentary-game 
series

documentary series

documentary series

documentary series

education 

education

education 

education
Cinema “Our cinema” Conversation Culture

Music

“Concert hall”

“Musical performance”

“Zhas Kanat ‒ 2017”

Concert

concert

musical show

Culture

Culture

Culture

Science “Academic Council” round table Science
education “Baiterek” intellectual show education

Travels “Our Kazakhstan” travel project education

Self-knowledge “Self-knowledge”

overview “Self-
knowledge” lessons

in schools of 
Kazakhstan

education

The theater (drama, opera, ballet)

“Legends and Myths of 
the Opera”

«TV performance»

documentary series

tv performance

Culture

Culture

Flora and fauna “Reserves of 
Kazakhstan” documentary series education
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Firstly, the broadcasting network attracts the-
matic diversity: the main types of arts, science and 
education are represented. Parity between the direc-
tions is observed: culture ‒ 14, education, science 
‒ 14.

But genre monotony: repetitions of documentary 
films, lack of talk shows, lack of dynamics and inter-
active communication with the audience ‒ despite 
the informative nature of the broadcasts, pushed the 
audience away with a boring, monotonous delivery 
of material. A large percentage of the youth audi-
ence was lost, which was interested in dynamic edu-
cational projects. There are only two of them left in 
the program: the intellectual show «Baiterek» and 
the travel project «Our Kazakhstan».

The biggest mistake was the emphasis on his-
torical themes in the genre of the documentary, 
prevailing on the channel: 10 out of 28 projects. A 
simple acquaintance with the program of the chan-
nel pushed away audience by the monotonous ideo-
logical pathos and archaism of the names of proj-
ects. For example «Secrets and destinies of the great 
Kazakhs», «Kazakhstan: peoples and destinies», 
«Military arts of the Great Steppe», «Batyrs of the 
Great Steppe», «Secrets of the Great Steppe» Un-
known Kazakhstan «,» Chronicle of the Steppe «,» 
Portraits began to speak «. Such names couldn’t 
attracted a youth audience which is accustomed to 
the rapid speed of obtaining information, dynamic 
bright picture, interactivity.

In the rating of popularity among 35 Kazakh-
stani channels «Bilim zhane Madeniet» during the 
three years of broadcasting took 7-8 places. How-
ever, it is interesting that even today, a year after 
the closure, the channel page in YouTube retains 
its seventh position in the number of page views 
of Kazakh channels on this platform with a result 
of 7,383 views per month. The number of views 
of the best projects on the page is growing, which 
indicates the interest in high-quality programs of 
the channel.

Finally, «Bilim zhane Madeniet» was connected 
with the audience and the broadcasted content with 
the «Kazak TV» channel, available in the format of 
national and international broadcasting. The pro-
grams of both channels turned out to be focused on 
the culture, traditions, history, tourism of Kazakh-
stan, which served as one of the reasons for com-
bining channels. Only 7 of the 28 projects «Bilim 
zhane Madeniet» were saved in the Kazak TV 
broadcast network: «Live images», «Reserves of 
Kazakhstan», «Music performance», «Our cinema», 
«Unknown Kazakhstan», «Secrets of museums», « 
Great Steppe’s Secrets».

In March 2017 resumed the broadcasting of the 
El Arna (Channel of the Country) TV channel, which 
was closed in 2014 due to unprofitability. According 
to ratings, opened in 2000 channel «El Arna», col-
lected only 300 million tenge from the allocated two 
billion. Then the Minister of Economy and Budget 
Planning Yerbolat Dosayev said that annually allo-
cated two billion tenge will be redistributed to the 
opening of the 24-hour information channel 24KZ 
(«Khabar 24») and the shooting of two new films. 
At the frequency of «El Arna» is now broadcast a 
round-the-clock news channel «Khabar 24». And 
this means the renewed «El Arna», which entered 
the structure of the agency «Khabar», broadcasting 
serials, documentary and feature films of domestic 
production, took the frequency of the deceased «Bil-
im zhane Madeniet».

Conclusions

Analysis of the crisis situation of cultural and 
educational journalism in Kazakhstan and, in par-
ticular, the dramatic fate of the television channel 
“Bilim zhane Madeniet” made it possible to identify 
root mistakes that led to the closure of a number of 
industry media on culture and art.

It was revealed that the acquisition by Kazakh-
stan of the status of an independent state served 
as an impetus for the development of a group of 
republican periodicals publications dedicated to 
issues of culture and art. However, this group re-
mains poorly developed, small and not very pop-
ular, as many projects are still private initiatives 
of representatives of creative intellectuals who 
are poorly versed in modern publishing business 
and need support from the state and entrepreneurs. 
However, the state and business have little inter-
est in investing in cultural and educational projects 
because of low popularity, rates and the steadily 
reduced interest of advertisers.

It was revealed that the media of Kazakhstan on 
culture and art of the period of sovereignty is focused 
on bilingualism, which corresponds to the norm laid 
down in the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On 
Mass Media” regulating the parity of broadcasting 
in Kazakh and Russian languages in the ratio of 50% 
to 50%. However, distortions in the language policy 
of some media outlets cause an outflow of a large 
part of the Russian-speaking audience and a drop in 
the popularity of the media.

The shortage of professional journalistic cadres 
specializing in the field of culture and art leads to 
creative stagnation of the sectoral media, the cre-
ation of archaic uncompetitive content. As a result, 
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cultural and educational journalism can not get out 
of the crisis: the media, without provoking interest 
from the state and business, is closed after 2-5 years 

of problematic functioning, and in its place comes 
entertainment content on which the founders rely in 
the hope of profitability.
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